A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
new modem England which succeeded to the Revolution is
quite out of proportion. There was a difference, but it was a
difference between different parts of one thing; and these parts
were not very strongly contrasted. The Tory was, on the whole,
the man who regretted much in the change which he none the
less thought necessary. The Whig was the man who, on the
whole, liked the change and only regretted it had not gone
farther. But there were infinite degrees in these feelings, and
a man or a family would often change from one camp to the
other. Nor were the two camps clearly divided. Very few
Tories would have liked even a Stuart who should remain
Catholic; and very few Whigs would have been glad to see the
name and trappings of monarchy disappear. In foreign affairs
the main difference was that the Tory was, upon the whole,
reluctant to break with the traditions of Europe, and was less
violent in his hatred of France and of the Catholic culture in
general. But the main interests of all the gentry were the same,
and so were those of the wealthier mercantile classes and lawyers,
who revered the gentry and recruited its ranks.
In this aristocratic state emphasis on particular Ministries,
the succession of them in the Houses of Parliament, their
intrigues, etc., is futile. The destinies of England after 1689
would have been much the same if this man or that had been
Prime Minister in any given year. But they would have been
very different if monarchy had revived.
The Enmity between Aristocratic England and France*
The new England is distinguished during the two centuries of
its development by a continuous antagonism to the power of
France.
This has nothing to do with the old wars of the Middle Ages,
when the English upper class was French-speaking. It is both
a new sentiment and a new policy; a sentiment based upon a
difference of religion and therefore of culture (for the type of
culture in any society is the product of its religion); a policy
based upon the rivalry between France and England for mari-
time power, trade, and expansion overseas: three things in-
separable each from the otter two. France was also the one
other organized Great Power which was a serious rival to
England. Holland, though still wealthy and with a great trading
fleet, was no longer a match for England. Spain was in full
decay, with no financial resources comparable to the extent of
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